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The Battery Segment for Small Children.
Now your children‘s enthusiasm will grow along 

with them: These six starter sets with battery drive 

promise trouble-free play fun. They are ideal for all 

children ages 3 and above who can use these trains 

to develop their fine motor skills further in a playful 

way. Every child will be able to deal with the sturdy 

magnet couplers right from the start. The same is 

true of the infrared controller that can be used to 

control two trains at the same time.

Compatible and Expandable.
The models are just right for children and with 

their shorter length come very close to the real 

life prototypes. A large plastic track layout with 

a crossing is included with these starter sets. It 

can be expanded with a track extension set. Even 

without track and on a smooth floor the three 

speed levels, the light and realistic sound func-

tions make these sturdy toy trains a real, multi-

faceted pleasure. And a very safe one too.

This is how the fun begins.
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Click and MixClick and Mix

How would it be to play with a toy that changes every day, that 

 offers endless variety, and that provides maximum play fun in a 

child‘s room? Welcome to the world of Click and Mix, the exciting 

product line from Märklin my world.

The basic principle of Click and Mix is as simple as it is fun: Using 

a plug-in system designed for children, the chassis and body for 

locomotives can be combined on their own and with each other as 

the child desires. All of the cars come as individual parts and can be 

put together in the entire Click and Mix product line for unique types 

of trains and for a creative play experience. The diesel locomotive 

can be changed in a few hand movements into an electric locomo-

tive, and the freight train can be changed rapidly into the passenger 

train. Which also fosters a child‘s creativity constantly.

The locomotives and cars are designed to be colorful. The loco-

motives and cars are designed to be colorful. They have the well-

known light and sound functions and can be combined of course 

with all of the other Märklin my world products. The sturdy plastic 

track can also be set up quickly on the floor and taken apart again. 

The cars are c onnected with magnet couplers typical for Märklin 

my world and that allow the child to switch cars around easily.

All of this allows the child to make constantly new types of trains, 

some that do not even exist yet. An electric locomotive with a coal 

tender, a stake car with a roof. There are no limits to the fun with the 

Click and Mix product line from Märklin my world.

The Fun of Playing  
with the Special Click.
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4x 2x

150 x 76 cm
59” x 30”

1x22x

HIGH lights

/  The locomotive and cars consist of snap-together kits that 
provide the maximum of play fun.

/  Battery operated train with light and sound functions.
/  A very suitable toy for children ages 3 and above.
/  The containers can be removed individually.
/  Sturdy plastic track just right for children for fast setup and 

takedown – even on the floor.
/  Batteries included.

29370 „Freight Train Kit“ Starter Set. 
Prototype: Four-part freight train consisting of different 
locomotive and car kits in colorful paint schemes.
Model: The train has a battery powered drive and magnet 
couplers between the individual cars. There is a permanently 
coupled unit consisting of a locomotive and a battery car 
frame. The body for the locomotive and the battery car can 
be changed as desired with a simple snap-together design. 
The train has 3 speed levels in both forward and reverse 
direction of travel, 3 sound functions, and triple headlights. 
The dump car and the flat car for containers are snap-
together kits and come in the set as individual parts. These 
parts can also be used individually. Plastic balls are also 
included for a load in the dump car.
Train length 52.5 cm / 20-11/16“.

Contents: Permanently coupled unit consisting of a locomotive 
and a battery car frame, a steam locomotive body with a coal 
tender insert, a diesel locomotive body with a car body for a 
boxcar, a dump car kit, a flat car kit for containers, 22 sections 
of plastic curved track, 1 crossing, and an easy-to-use, wireless 

infrared controller. 4 each AA and 2 each AAA batteries 
included. The train can be operated with 2 different frequenci-
es (E/F), thus allowing you to add a second battery train. This 
set can be expanded with the plastic track extension set 
23300.

This starter set can be expanded with other Click and Mix 
items that are available under item numbers 36270, 44270, 
44271, 44272, 44273, 44274, 44275, and 72205.

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.

Functions Battery train

Headlights •

Operating sounds •

Horn •

Brakes squealing •

Click and Mix
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4x 2x

HIGH lights HIGH lights
1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

2x
2x

36270 Battery Powered Locomotive.
Child‘s locomotive with interchangeable bodies in a colorful design
Model: The locomotive has a battery drive and a magnet coupler. It 
is a permanently coupled unit consisting of a locomotive and 
battery car chassis. The bodies for locomotives and battery cars 
included can be changed as desired with a simple snap-together 
arrangement. The locomotive has 3 speed levels forward and 
reverse, 3 sound functions, and a triple headlight.
Length of the unit 28.0 cm / 11“.
Contents: There is a permanently coupled unit consisting of a 
locomotive and battery car chassis, a steam locomotive body with a 
coal tender attachment, a diesel locomotive body with a car body 
for a boxcar, an electric locomotive body with a container 
attachment, and an easy-to-use infrared controller. 4 each AA and 2 
each AAA batteries are included. This locomotive can be operated 
with 2 different frequencies (E/F).

This locomotive goes well with the 29370 „Freight Train“ 
starter set. Other Click and Mix items available under item 
numbers 44270, 44271, 44272, 44273, 44274, 44275, and 
72205 can be added to this locomotive.

HIGH lights

/  Changing bodies easy as child‘s play with 
a snap-together arrangement.

/  Battery operated locomotive with light 
and sound functions.

/  Ideal for children ages 3 and up.
/  Batteries included.

HIGH lights

/  Maximum play fun with snap-together 
kits just right for children.

/  Cars include interiors and roofs that 
can be removed.

/  Coupling cars easy as child‘s play with 
the use of magnet couplers.

44270 Passenger Car Set.
Model: Passenger car set consisting of 2 passenger car 
kits and a cab control car kit in a design for children.
Contents: This set is 3 car kits that can be put together 
with a few parts. All of the cars have magnet couplers. 
The cars have interiors. The roofs can be removed. The 
cars are delivered in parts. The parts for these cars can 
also be used with other kit cars. 
Total length for the cars 35.5 cm / 14“.

This passenger car set goes well with the 29370 
„Freight Train“ starter set. Other Click and Mix items 
are available under item numbers 36270, 44271, 
44272, 44273, 44274, 44275, and 72205.

44274 Passenger Car
Model: Passenger car kit in a design for children.
Contents: This is a car kit that can be put together with a few parts. 
The car has magnet couplers. It also has an interior. The roof can be 
removed. The car is delivered in parts. The parts for this car can also 
be used with other kit cars. 
Car length 12 cm / 4-3/4“.

This passenger car goes well with the 29370 „Freight Train“ 
starter set. Other Click and Mix items are available under item 
numbers 36270, 44270, 44271, 44272, 44273, 44275, and 72205.

44271 Stake Car.
Model: Stake car kit in a design for children.
Contents: This is a car kit that can be put together with 
a few parts. The car has magnet couplers. The car is 
delivered in parts. The parts for this car can also be 
used with other kit cars. 
Car length 12.0 cm / 4-3/4“.

This stake car goes well with the 29370 „Freight 
Train“ starter set. Other Click and Mix items are 
available under item numbers 36270, 44270, 44272, 
44273, 44274, 44275, and 72205.

44273 Boxcar.
Model: Boxcar kit in a design for children.
Contents: This is a car kit that can be put together with 
a few parts. The car has magnet couplers. The roof can 
be removed. The car is delivered in parts. The parts for 
this car can also be used with other kit cars. 
Car length 12.0 cm / 4-3/4“.

This boxcar goes well with the 29370 „Freight Train“ 
starter set. Other Click and Mix items are available 
under item numbers 36270, 44270, 44271, 44272, 
44274, 44275, and 72205.

/  Maximum play fun with snap-together 
kits just right for children.

/  Coupling cars easy as child‘s play with 
the use of magnet couplers.

/  Maximum play fun with snap-together 
kits just right for children.

/  Removable roof. 
/  Coupling cars easy as child‘s play with 

the use of magnet couplers.

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.

Click and Mix
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HIGH lights

/  Maximum play fun with snap-together 
building kits designed for children.

/  3 different ways to load freight that can 
also be set up individually. 

/  The ways to play with the loading 
station are designed to go best with the 
other kit items (Click and Mix).

72205 „Loading Station“ Building Kit.
Prototype: Loading station with 3 different ways to load 
freight, as a building kit designed for children.
Model: This building kit consists of a few parts that can 
be snapped together. The large tipping hopper can be 
tipped to both sides. The crane can be moved and has a 
magnet hook to lift different kinds of freight. The 
building kit also has a conveyor belt. All 3 modules can 
be set up individually or as the complete loading station. 
The building kit comes as individual parts. The parts for 
the loading station can also be used with other kit cars. 

This loading station is the ideal add-on for the 29370 
„Freight Train“ starter set and the other Click and 
Mix items available under item numbers 36270, 
44270, 44271, 44272, 44273, 44274, and 44275.

HIGH lights

HIGH lights

/  Maximum play fun with snap-together 
kits just right for children.

/  Coupling cars easy as child‘s play with 
the use of magnet couplers.

/  Maximum play fun with snap-together 
kits just right for children.

/  Movable dumping container and a remo-
vable regular container. 

/  Coupling cars easy as child‘s play with 
the use of magnet couplers.

44272 Gondola
Prototype: Gondola kit in a design for children.
Model: This is a car kit that can be put together with a few 
parts. The car has magnet couplers. The car is delivered in 
parts. The parts for this car can also be used with other kit 
cars. 
Car length 12.0 cm / 4-3/4“.

This gondola goes well with the 29370 „Freight Train“ 
starter set. Other Click and Mix items are available under 
item numbers 36270, 44270, 44271, 44273, 44274, 
44275, and 72205.

44275 Four-Axle Low Side Car.
Prototype: Four-axle low side car with a dumping container and a regular 
container, as a kit in a design for children.
Model: This is a car kit that can be put together with a few parts. The car 
has magnet couplers. The dumping container can be tipped to both sides. 
The container can be removed from the car. The car is delivered in parts. The 
parts for this car can also be used with other kit cars. 
Car length 16.0 cm / 6-5/16“.

This four-axle low side car goes well with the 29370 „Freight Train“ starter 
set. Other Click and Mix items are available under item numbers 36270, 
44270, 44271, 44272, 44273, 44274, and 72205.

1

1

2

2

Click and Mix

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.
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150 x 76 cm
59” x 30”

29209 „Regional Express“ 
 Starter Set.
Prototype: Passenger train based on a regional express. 
Five-part train set.
Model: The train has a battery powered drive and 
magnet couplers between the individual cars. There is a 
permanently coupled unit consisting of a motorized 
diesel locomotive and a bi-level passenger car with a 
built-in battery holder. The train has 3 speed levels in 
both forward and reverse direction of travel, 3 sound 
functions, and triple headlights.
Train length 61 cm / 24-3/8“.

Contents: 22 sections of plastic curved track, 1 crossing, 
and an easy-to-use, wireless infrared controller. 4 each 
AA and 2 each AAA batteries included. The train can be 
operated with 2 different frequencies (C/D), thus 
allowing you to add a second battery train. This set can 
be expanded with the plastic track extension set 23300.

1x 22x 4x 2x

Starter Sets

HIGH lights

/  Battery operated train with light and 
sound functions.

/  Magnet couplers used to make coup-
ling cars child‘s play.

/  A very suitable toy for children ages 3 
and above.

/  Sturdy plastic track just right for 
children for fast setup and takedown – 
even on the floor.

/  Batteries included.

Functions Battery train

Headlights •

Station announcements •

Horn •

Doors closing •

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.
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150 x 76 cm
59” x 30”

4x 2x1x22x

Starter Sets

HIGH lights

/  Battery operated train with light and 
sound functions.

/  Magnet couplers used to make coup-
ling cars child‘s play.

/  A very suitable toy for children ages 3 
and above.

/  Sturdy plastic track just right for 
children for fast setup and takedown – 
even on the floor.

/  Batteries included.

29300 „ICE“ Starter Set.
Prototype: High-speed train based on an ICE. Five-part 
train set.
Modell: The train has a battery powered drive and 
magnet couplers between the individual cars. There is a 
permanently coupled unit consisting of a motorized 
diesel locomotive and a bi-level passenger car with a 
built-in battery holder. The train has 3 speed levels in 
both forward and reverse direction of travel, 3 sound 
functions, and triple headlights.
Train length 61 cm / 24-3/8“.
Contents: 22 sections of plastic curved track, 1 
crossing, and an easy-to-use, wireless infrared control-
ler. 4 each AA and 2 each AAA batteries included. The 

train can be operated with 2 different frequencies 
(A/B), thus allowing you to add a second battery 
train. This set can be expanded with the plastic track 
extension set 23300.

4 Additional functions:
The following functions can be activated  
by pressing the function buttons:

Lights 
Frequency settings  

Sound:  
Station announcements 
Horn  Doors closing 

1 Turning the train on:
The gray button  on the powered  
end car must be pressed once.

2 Controlling the train:
Forward/Reverse    
Stop  

3 Magnetic coupler:
Simply and sturdy, couples automatically  
when the cars are pushed together.

Functions Battery train

Headlights •

Horn •

Station announcements •

Doors closing •

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.
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2x

HIGH lightsHIGH lights
44105 Passenger Car.
Prototype: „Bord Restaurant“ dining car for the 
battery-powered ICE high speed train.
Model: The car has magnet couplers. 
Car length 11.2 cm / 4-3/8“.

The Bord Restaurant car goes well with the 29300 
„ICE“ starter set. Another car is available under 
item number 44106.

/  The use of magnet couplers makes 
coupling this car easy as child‘s play.

/  The ideal add-on for the battery-
powered ICE.

44106 Sleeping Car..
Prototype: Sleeping car with fluorescent stars and 
lettering, for the battery-powered ICE high speed 
train.
Model: The car has magnet couplers. 
Car length 11.2 cm / 4-3/8“.

The sleeping car goes well with the 29300 „ICE“ 
starter set. Another car is available under item 
number 44105.

/  The imprinted details on the car glow 
in the dark.

/  The use of magnet couplers makes 
coupling this car easy as child‘s play.

/  The ideal add-on for the battery-
powered ICE.

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.

72200 „Station Platform“  Building Kit.
This snap-together building kit is made of sturdy plastic. The station 
platform can be assembled from a few parts, is easy as child‘s play to 
put together, and is therefore suitable for children ages 3 and above. 
A sheet of adhesive stickers with different names of cities as well as 
blank stickers are included. Instructions for assembly are included.

The sheet of adhesive stickers with different names of cities and 
blank stickers included with this station platform allows you to make 
it the station platform for your own town.
A building kit consisting of a few snap-together parts – ideal for 
children ages 3 and above.

This station platform is the ideal add-on for the battery-operated 
trains, item nos. 29300, 29303, 29208, 29209, 29212 and 29370.

72201 Battery-Operated Signal.
This battery-operated signal made of sturdy plastic is 
just right for children. It has a green and a red LED that 
light up. This color light signal can be switched between 
the green and red LED lights either by pressing a button 
or it takes place automatically after 7 seconds. The 
battery holder is built into the base of the signal. 2 AAA 
batteries are included with the signal. The signal stands 
approximately 12 cm / 4-3/4“ high.

Since this signal is a toy for children ages 3 and above, 
is has no influence over the running of trains on the 
layout!

This battery-operated signal is the ideal add-on for 
the battery-operated trains, item nos. 29300, 29303, 
29208, 29209, 29212 and 29370.

72203 Manual Grade Crossing.
This grade crossing consists of 2 street ramps to lay 
up to the track as well as 2 cross-buck signs that can 
be set up separately. The crossing gates are mounted 
on the street ramps and can be opened and closed 
manually. The grade crossing is made of sturdy 
plastic. This grade crossing is ideally suited for 
children ages 3 and above.

This grade crossing is the ideal add-on to the 
29300, 29303, 29208, 29209, 29212 and 29370 
battery-powered trains.

Starter Sets
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HIGH lights

3x

5x5x

2x
HIGH lights

/  Packages and sacks included provide 
all kinds of play possibilities.

/  Magnet couplers make coupling cars 
child‘s play. 

44100 Add-On Car Set for the 
Freight Train.
Prototype: Add-on car set consisting of 1 gondola, 1 
dump car, and 1 stake car in bright color schemes.
Model: All of the cars have magnet couplers. The 
hopper on the dump car can be tipped to both sides. 
Packages and sacks for loads on the cars are included. 
Total length of cars 33.6 cm / 13-1/4“.

Additional cars are available under item nos. 44101, 
44102, 44103, and 44104.

44101 Dump Car.
Prototype: Dump car in a bright color scheme.
Modell: The hopper for the dump car can be tipped to 
both sides. The car has magnet couplers. Freight loads 
for this car are offered as a separate load set under 
item no. 72250. 
Car length 11.2 cm / 4-3/8“.

Additional cars are available under item nos. 44100, 
44102, 44103, and 44104.

44102 Tank Car.
Prototype: Tank car for transporting water, in a bright 
color scheme.
Model: The car has magnet couplers. The hose included 
with the car can be attached to the tank car. 
Car length 11.2 cm / 4-3/8“.

Additional cars are available under item nos. 44100, 
44101, 44103, and 44104.

44103 Gondola.
Prototype: Gondola in a bright color scheme.
Model: The car has magnet couplers. Freight loads for 
this car are offered as a separate load set under item 
no. 72250. 
Car length 11.2 cm / 4-3/8“.

Additional cars are available under item nos. 44100, 
44101, 44102, and 44104.

44104 Stake Car.
Prototype: Stake car in a bright color scheme.
Model: The car has magnet couplers. Freight loads for 
this car are offered as a separate load set under item 
no. 72250. 
Car length 11.2 cm / 4-3/8“.

Additional cars are available under item nos. 44100, 
44101, 44102, and 44103.

44107 Adapter Car.
Prototype:  Gondola in a colorful paint scheme.
Model: The car has a magnet and a Relex coupler, for 
coupling cars from the Märklin my world assortment 
and cars from the model railroad area. 
Car length 11.2 cm / 4-3/8“.

/  This car allows you to 
have fun in both assort-
ments.

72250 Load Set.
The load set consists of 5 barrels, 5 packages, and 5 
sacks. All of the parts are made of plastic.

This load set is the ideal add-on for the Freight 
wagons 44100, 44101, 44103 and 44104.

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.

Freight Train
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HIGH lights

4x 2x
150 x 76 cm

59” x 30” 22x 1x

29212 „TGV Duplex“ Starter Set. 
Prototype: High-speed train based on a TGV Duplex. 
Five-part train set.
Model: The train has a battery powered drive and 
magnet couplers between the individual cars. There is a 
permanently coupled unit consisting of a motorized end 
car and a bi-level passenger car with a built-in battery 
holder. The train has 3 speed levels in both forward and 
reverse direction of travel, 3 sound functions, and triple 
headlights.
Train length 63 cm / 24-13/16“.
Contents: 22 sections of plastic curved track, 1 crossing, 
and an easy-to-use, wireless infrared controller. 4 each 

AA and 2 each AAA batteries included. The train can be 
operated with 2 different frequencies (C/D), thus 
allowing you to add a second battery train. This set can 
be expanded with the plastic track extension set. 

/  Battery operated train with light and sound functions. 
/  Magnet couplers used to make coupling cars child‘s play.
/  A very suitable toy for children ages 3 and above.
/  Sturdy plastic track just right for children for fast setup and takedown – 

even on the floor.
/  Batteries included.

Functions Battery train

Headlights •

Station announcements FR •

Horn •

Doors closing •

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.

Starter Sets
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4x 2x
150 x 76 cm

59” x 30” 22x 1x

HIGH lights

/  Battery operated train with light and sound functions.
/  Magnet couplers used to make coupling cars child‘s 

play.
/  A very suitable toy for children ages 3 and above.
/  Sturdy plastic track just right for children for fast setup 

and takedown – even on the floor.
/  Batteries included.

29303 „ICN“ Starter Set.
Prototype: High-speed train based on an ICN. Five-part train set.
Model: The train has a battery powered drive and magnet 
couplers between the individual cars. There is a permanently 
coupled unit consisting of a motorized diesel locomotive and a 
bi-level passenger car with a built-in battery holder. The train has 
3 speed levels in both forward and reverse direction of travel, 3 
sound functions, and triple headlights.
Train length 61 cm / 24-3/8“.

Contents: 22 sections of plastic curved track, 1 crossing, and an 
easy-to-use, wireless infrared controller. 4 each AA and 2 each 
AAA batteries included. The train can be operated with 2 

different frequencies (C/D), thus allowing you to add a second 
battery train. This set can be expanded with the plastic track 
extension set.

Functions Battery train

Headlights •

Station announcements •

Horn •

Doors closing •

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.
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4x 2x
150 x 76 cm

59” x 30” 22x 1x

HIGH lights

/  Battery operated train with light and 
sound functions. 

/  Magnet couplers used to make coup-
ling cars child‘s play.

/  A very suitable toy for children ages 3 
and above.

/  Sturdy plastic track just right for 
children for fast setup and takedown – 
even on the floor.

/  Batteries included.

29208 „Eurostar“ Starter Set.
Prototype: Five-part train set.
Model: The train has a battery powered drive and 
magnet couplers between the individual cars. There is a 
permanently coupled unit consisting of a motorized end 
car and a passenger car with a built-in battery holder. 
The train has 3 speed levels in both forward and reverse 
direction of travel, 3 sound functions, and triple 
headlights.
Train length 63.0 cm / 24-13/16“.

Contents: 22 sections of plastic curved track, 1 
crossing, and an easy-to-use, wireless infrared 
controller. 4 each AA and 2 each AAA batteries 
included. The train can be operated with 2 different 
frequencies (A/B), thus allowing you to add a second 
battery train. This set can be expanded with the plastic 
track extension set.

Functions Battery train

Headlights •

Operating sounds •

Horn •

Brakes squealing •

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.

Starter Sets
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29

1 x1 x2 x7 x4 x

Track Extension Sets

HIGH lights

/  Ideal add-on for the Märklin my world starter sets
/  Allows you to do a variety of track expansions

Expansion Possibilities:

28

23300  
Plastic Track Extension Set.
Contents:  4 sections of straight track (length: 188.3 mm / 7-3/8“), 

7 sections of straight track (length: 171.7 mm / 6-3/4“), 
2 sections of curved track (turnout curves), 
1 left turnout and  
1 right turnout  
made of sturdy plastic just right for children. Instructions 
with different setup possibilities are included.

Ideal expansion of the Märklin my world starter sets to include 
either a passing siding or storage sidings.

28 29



FAQ

Questions about the Battery Segment
1) Which batteries are needed for the battery train and are 
they included with the train?
4 each 1.5 volt Mignon AA and 2 each 1.5 volt Micro AAA 

 batteries are needed for the battery operated starter sets. 

These batteries are included with the sets.

2) Can rechargeable batteries also be used?
Rechargeable batteries can also be used in the battery pack. 

When using these batteries, pay attention to the instructions for 

the charger for the batteries. 

3) How can I logically expand a battery starter set?
One simple possibility is the plastic extension set (item no. 
23300) with its pre-selected amount of track that offers diffe-
rent possibilities for extending or setting up a starter set. Mo-
reover, the plastic track can also be combined with the Märklin 
C Track. This means that track layouts can be planned and ad-
ded to the way you want to. Car sets, individual cars, and ac-
cessories for the theme of railroading round out items offered 
for expansion.

4) Can the battery trains also be used on large digital layouts 
such as a father or grandfather might have?
Since the battery trains have an independent power source 

inside the train, they can be used on larger layouts with no 

problem, regardless of whether the layout is operated analog 

or digitally. You should be careful that several trains are no 

 running at the same time on the same track in order to avoid 

collisions.

Widerrufsrecht: ich kann die Mitgliedschaft innerhalb von 14 Tagen 
nach Absendung der Anmeldung schriftlich bei folgender Adresse 
 widerrufen: Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH, Märklin my world Club, Postfach 
960, D-73009 Göppingen, Fax +49 7161 608-308. Zur Fristwahrung genügt 
die rechtzeitige Absendung des Widerrufs. Von meinem Widerrufsrecht 
habe ich Kenntnis genommen:

Straße, Hausnummer

PLZ, Ort

E-Mail

Datum, Unterschrift der Eltern

Datum, Unterschrift der Eltern

Geburtsdatum Telefon

Vorname Nachname

■ Ich bin damit einverstanden, dass meine Daten gespeichert werden 
und von Märklin-Gesellschaften verwendet werden, um mich über 
Produkte, Events und andere Aktivitäten zu informieren.

■ Bitte verwenden Sie meine Daten ausschließlich für diese spezielle 
Transaktion des Märklin my world Clubs. Ich möchte keine weitere 
Kontaktaufnahme zu Marketing- oder Promotionzwecken.

ACHTUNG: Beide Unterschriften sind notwendig, damit eine Mitglied-
schaft zustande kommen kann.

AUFGEPASST! Deine Mitgliedschaft gilt für ein Jahr ab 
Anmeldung in unserem Computersystem (persönliches Mit-
gliedsjahr). Deine Angaben werden natürlich unter Wahrung 
des Datenschutzes gespeichert. Deine Mitgliedschaft ver-
längert sich automatisch um ein weiteres Jahr, wenn nicht 
bis 6 Wochen vor Ablauf des persönlichen Mitgliedsjahres 
die Kündigung schriftlich bei Märklin eingegangen ist.

Der Märklin Start Up Club für Fans ab 6 Jahren

www.maerklin.de/Startup

... und für die  

älteren Geschwister!

Bitte schicke die ausgefüllte
Anmeldung per Post an:
Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH
Märklin my world Club
Postfach 960
D-73009 Göppingen

Achtung: Nur vollständig ausgefüllte 
Anmeldungen können weiter bearbeitet 
werden!

Märklin my world Club

Noch mehr Spaß 
mit Malbildern und 

Basteltipps.

Für Kinder von  
3 bis 6 Jahren.

Super Malbuch  
viermal im Jahr!

Kostenfrei!
Bitte fülle die  Anmeldung 
mit  deinen Eltern aus!
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Repair Service / Warranty Index to the Item Numbers / Explanation of Symbols

New item for 2014. 

Digital locomotives or digital device for the Märklin 
Digital System (Motorola format).

Built-in sound effects circuit.

Age Information and Warnings.

* All of the prices are suggested retail prices. 

Item no. Page

23300 28

29208 27

29209 14

29212 23

29300 16

29303 25

29370 8

36270 10

44100 20

Item no. Page

44101 21

44102 21

44103 21

44104 21

44105 18

44106 18

44107 20

44270 11

44271 11

Item no. Page

44272 13

44273 11

44274 11

44275 13

72200 19

72201 19

72203 19

72205 13

72250 21

Repair Service / Warranty General Notes
General Notes.
Märklin products adhere to the European Safety 
Guidelines (EC Standards) for toys. If you are going to 
enjoy these products with the highest possible level of 
safety, it is assumed that you will use the individual pro-
ducts in accordance with these guidelines. Instructions 
for the correct hookup and handling are therefore given 
in the instruction manuals accompanying the products. 
These instructions must be followed. We recommend 
that parents discuss the operating instructions with their 
children before the products are used for the first time. 
This will guarantee many years of safe enjoyment with 
your model railroad.
Some important items of general importance are sum-
marized below.

Connections for Track Layouts.
Use only Märklin switched mode power packs for ope-
rating our model trains (applies only to Europe; normal 
transformers are still sold in North America). Use only 
switched mode power packs from the current product 
program, since these switched mode power packs 

conform to the current safety standards and approval 
guidelines. Pay close attention to the guidelines in the 
instructions for use. Switched mode power packs are 
not toys. They are used to supply power to a model 
railroad layout. 

In addition to these general notes, you should pay close 
attention to the instructions for use, which accompany 
Märklin products in order to maintain operating safety.

Märklin Direct Service.
The authorized Märklin dealer is your contact for repairs 
and conversions from analog to digital. We can do conver-
sions in our repair department in Göppingen for dealers 
without their own service department as well as for consu-
mers. After the model has been examined, you will receive 
a cost quotation including details of the work to be done 
and the cost for reliable shipping. If you would personally 
like to drop off and pick up models in Göppingen,please 
see our Service Point at the Märklin World of Adventure.

Hours of operation at the Service Point  
in the Märklin World of Adventure, Reutlinger Straße 2,
Göppingen, Germany: Monday through Saturday from 10:00 
AM to 6:00 PM

Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH
Reparaturservice
Stuttgarter Straße 55-57 
D-73033 Göppingen
Telephone +49 (0) 7161/608-222
Fax +49 (0) 7161/608-225
E-Mail service@maerklin.de

Manufacturer’s Warranty.
The firm of Gebr. Märklin & Cie. gives a 
manufacturer’s warranty for different products via the 
legal guarantee rights available to you vis-à-vis your 
authorized Märklin dealer as your contractual partner. 
The extent and terms of this warranty can be found 
in the instructions or the warranty documentation 
accompanying the product or they can be found on 
our regional Internet pages.

Important Service Information

Märklin magnet couplers.

Triple headlights at the front.

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and 
points required for operation. Dangerof choking due to detachable 
small parts that may be swallowed. Please keep the packaging.

Deutschland

Service Center
Ersatzteilberatung, Fragen zu Technik, 
Produkten und Reparaturaufträgen
(Montag bis Freitag 10.00 – 18.30 Uhr)
Telefon 0 90 01/ 608 -222  
 (nur aus dem Inland*) 
 +49 (0) 7161/608-222  
 (nur aus dem Ausland)
Fax +49 (0) 7161/608-225
E-Mail service@maerklin.de

USA

Technical Hotline 
Contact Person: Dr. Tom Catherall
Telephone 801-367-1042
E-mail tom@marklin.com

Warranty
Wm. K Walthers, Inc.
5601 W. Florist Ave.
Milwaukee, WI  53218, USA
Toll Free Phone (866) 833-1468 
Phone  (414) 527-0770
Fax  (414) 527-4423  
 (ATTENTION MARKLIN WARRANTY)
E-mail custserv@walthers.com
Hours of operation
Mondays through Fridays 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM CST

Niederlande

Technische hotline
Maandag t/m donderdag: 09.00 – 13.00 uur  
en 13.30 – 17.00 uur
Aanspreekpartner: G. Keuterman
Telefoon +31 (0) 74 - 2664044
E-mail techniek@marklin.nl

België / Belgique

Technische hotline
Maandag van 20.00 – 22.00 uur
Zondag van 10.00 – 12.00 uur
Aanspreekpartner: Hans Van Den Berge
Telefoon +32 (0) 9 245 47 56
E-mail   customerservice@marklin.be

Hotline technique
le lundi de 20h00 à 22h00
le dimanche de 10h00 à 12h00
Contact : Hans Van Den Berge
Téléphone +32 (0) 9 245 47 56
E-mail customerservice@marklin.be

Schweiz / Frankreich / Italien

Technische Hotline
Dienstag, Donnerstag und Samstag von  
14.00 – 18.00 Uhr
Ansprechpartner: Alexander Stelzer
Telefon +41 (0) 56/667 3663
Fax +41 (0) 56/667 4664
E-Mail service@maerklin.ch

Hotline technique 
les mardi et jeudi de 14h00 à 18h00
Contact : Alexander Stelzer
Téléphone +41 (0) 56/667 3663
Fax +41 (0) 56/667 4664
E-mail service@maerklin.ch

Linea diretta tecnica
Martedì e giovedì dalle  
ore 14.00 alle 18.00
Interlocutore: Alexander Stelzer
Telefono +41 (0) 56/667 3663
Fax +41 (0) 56/667 4664
E-Mail service@maerklin.ch

*   Anruf 49 Ct/min bei Anruf aus dem 
Festnetz, Handytarife können davon 
nach oben deutlich abweichen.
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